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Abstract
Because of the growth in performance required by networks
users, communication protocols to be used in recent networks beeome today more complex to develop. Thus, designing error-free
protocols becomes by the same almost impossible. A lot of works
have been done in protocol verification to allow detection of errors
in protocol but now, the real need of protocol designers is more
solutions to correct the detected errors than errors detection. In
this paper, we develop a method to help protocols designers in
verification steps, such that the considered protocols are error-free
and correspond as much as possible to the expected service.
The communicating entities are modelised by Finite State Machine (FSM)and thevalidation step is based on the construction of
the reachability graph. After a correction oriented analysis of this
graph, Our method proposes sets of transitions of one or another
FSM. The suppression of transitions in any of these sets eliminates
the considered error without generating new errors. Then, criteria
to choice sets based on preserving as much as possible the specified
service are proposed. We show how Our method works by applying
it to correct errors in a data transfer protocol.

Keywords : Protocol, Service,Specification,Verification,Finite
State Machine, Reachability Graph, Errors, Correctione.
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The goal of forma.1 specification and verification steps are respectively
to describe protocols a,nd to ensure their correctness before their implementation.
Today, languages such as ESTEEEE [ll7 SDL [2] and LOTOS [4]
a.hw complete description of many of a.U mechnisms which can occur
in a protocol.
From the established results in protocol verification [ll, 121, tools
allowing protocols errors deteetion have been developped during t h e 1 s t
years. The contributionbrought bysuch tools is certa.inly important
but still mueh more has to be done by designers to correct the detected
errors. This difficulty leads some designers to pass over the verification
step which is yet required for error-free protocol development. Some
designers use techniques based on trial and error methods. Protocols
implemented may work partially or be entirely unusable. The cost of
implementation of a protocol is such that “it is better to correct its
specification rather than id5 implementation”.
Our a.im is to develop an approach to cope with this problem. We
detect errors andpropose solutions to correct the detected errors in
protocols according to their specified expected service.

Protocols are composed by communicating entities c d e d processes
exchanging messages troughout FIFO ehannels.

2.1

Prseess

A process P is a labeled directed graph with two types of edges called
sending a,nd receiving egeles. A sending (resp. receivjng) edge is
labeled -m (resp. +m) for some message m in a finite set M of messages.
Each node in P has a distinct label and a unique label. One of the nodes
in M is identified as its initial node, and each node in P is reachable
by a directed path from the initial node. Thus, (e,a,e’) reprensents the
unique edge from node e to node e’ labeled a. Fig. 1 shows two processes
representing a simple data transfer protocol.
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Figure 1: A simple data transfer protocol

2.2

Reachability graph

Let (P;);E{1,2,...,,~
be n processes with the same set M of messages. A
global date s of (P;)iE{,...,
1,
n~
2 s = < e l , . . . ,e,, cl27 ~21,.. . ,c ( , - ~ ) >
~ is
an n-tuple where (ei)iE{1,2,..., are thelabels of n nodes in (P;)iE{1,2
,...,n )
and ( ~ j j ) ; , j ~ { ~ , . . . , , are
}
strings of messages from the set M. Informally,
the global state s represents a situation of the communication between
the n processes where each process P; reachs node e; while their input
channels have the sequences ( ~ j ; ) j ~ { ~ , ~respectively.
,...,~),
The initial global state is so =< e(2, ..,e:, E , ..,E > where (ep);E{lr..r,)
are the labels of the intial nodes of the processes and E is the empty
string.
. . .,c ~ ( , - ~ ) , c ( , - ~ ) , > be a global state of
Let s =< e l ,. . .,en, c12, c21,
(P;);E{1,2,...,,~
and let t be an output edge of P;from node e; to node ei'.
A global state s' is said to follow s over t iff one of the following
conditions is satisfied:
1. t is an edge from e; t o e;' in P;and is labeled -m, and there exists
i E {1,2, ..,n} such that s'=<el , ..,et, ..,en, c12, ..,c;j.m, ..,c(n-l)n>

2. t is an edge from e; to e;' in P; and is labeled +m, and there is j E
(1, ..., n}suchthatcj;=m.c~~ands'=<el,..,e~,..,~12,..,~j;,..>

A global state s' follows another global state s iff there is an edge
t in a process (P;)iE{1,2,...,,1
such that s' follows s over t . A global state
s' is reachable from another global state s iff there exists r ( T 2 2)
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globd states sPq
. . . sT such that s = sPjS' = and si+l follows si for
i = 1,...,r-1.
Rch(s) is the set of globa.1states reachable from a global state S .
A global state s is reaehable iff it is reachablefrom the initial globd
state so, that means s E Rch(so).
The verification procedure generates the reaekabilitty graph. This
graph is a labeled directed graph where nodes are initial global state and
all the reachable global states: (8)U Rch(so). In this graph, an edge
from a node s to s' is labeled by the edge in the corresponding process
over which 8' follows S . Figure 2 below, shows the reachability graph
obtained from the example given in figure 1.

Figure 2: Reachability graph of the example
The problem of combinatory explosion caused by these construction
is not Our main concern (see [16] for reduction methods). We assume
that all reachable global states are generated (or can be obtained when
desired). We are particularly interested by those which represent errors
in the communication protocol.
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2.3

Errors detected

In this paper, we will consider three types of error:
1. An Unspecified Reception in a process P;for a message m sent
by a process P’ which occurs in a global state s is iff
0

cj; = m.u, where u is a sequence of message.

0

No output edge of the current node of process Pi is labeled +m.

0

for all global States in Rch(s), the process
same node.

P; stays in the

As consequences, the only way for P; to progress is to receive the
message m from its input Channel and there is any receiving edge
labeled +m.
2. A Deadlock which is a reachable global state s where any of the

processes can’t progress.
That means, Rch(s) is empty.
3. A Locking Loop is a set of reachable global States different from
the initial global state that form a cycle in the reachability graph.

For two different global states s and s’ in a locking loop and every
global state s1 not in this locking loop, we have:

s'#sa, s ’ ~ R c h ( s )s, ~ R c h ( s ‘ )and

0

s#so,

O

s1 @ Rch(s) and s1 6 Rch(s’).

Othererrors can be detected (Unbounded Communication, Nonexecutable Transitions,. . .) but the method we propose in the next section,
relates only to the three errors we have defined above.

3

Problems

Errors are represented by global States in the reachability graph. To
eliminate errors, we have to suppress those global States. But, thereachability graph is built upon processes. Thus, the suppression of global
states cannot be made without consideration of those processes.
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In fact, suppressing a node in a graph consists in -the suppression
of all edges which leads t o this node a.nd all nodes issued from it. In a
reachability graph, the label of an edge is a edge of one of the processes.
Thus, the label of an edge whieh leads to a, g1oba.l state ca.n be the label
of other edges in the reachability graph. Consequently, the suppression
of an edge in the reachability graph causes the suppression of a.U edges
which Rave the sa,me label. This makes the suppression of global state
much more cornplex than a suppression of a state in a simple graph.
Moreover, by suppressing edges in a reachability graph, we c m suppress reachability t o g1oba.l states other than those concerned by this
suppression. According to the definition of the reachability graph, suppressing edges to eliminate an error can generake other errors. This
problem, called the non-regression prsblem, obliges t o ma.ke judicious choice of edges t o be suppressed in the processes.
Another important problem comes from the fact that a protocol
is designed to provide a service. Suppressing errors modify the service
provided by the protocol. How ca.n weensure that thecorrected protocol
provides the initial service for which it has been designed ? We cal1 this
the service prsblem and discuss it later.

Any solution to thenon-regression problem requires a study of the causeand-effect rdationship between the suppression of edges or nodes in a
process and the suppression of edges or global states in a rea,chability
graph.
In thefoUowing section, gradually as we give fundamental steps that
permit us t o obtain solutions ta the problem of errer's suppression without generating new error. We give definitions a.nd some results allowing
the understanding of our solutions.

.f

findamental steps of resslutisn

A g1oba.l state is sa.id t o be a.n error if it is either a. deadlock, an unspecified reception or a locking loop.
state so is
A g1oba.l state s is sa.id resettable iff the initia.1 global reachable from s; otherwise s is unresettable. RS (resp. AS) is the
set of resettable (resp. unresettable) global states.
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Thus, Rch(so)= RS U R S .
A global state in RS is either an error or leads necessarily (within a
directed path in the reachability graph) to an error.
Let E be a set of reachable global states representing the detected
error to be suppressed.
In order to make the different steps developped below understandable, edges in the reachability graph are still called edges and, edges in
processes are called transitions.
Step 1: F’rontier Cut Plane

The analysis of the reachability graph obtained after verification
step gives a first set of transitions which suppression eliminates the
error. This set can suppress more than what is needed to suppress
the considered error. So, more analysis is needed.
Let N R ( E ) be the set containing E and all global states in
which are predecessor of at least one global state in E .

Rs

We constitute the set F T ( E )of edges of the reachability graph
that are from global states in R S to global states in N R ( E ) .
We then build a set F C P ( E ) of transitions called the F’rontier
Cut Plane of E . F C P ( E ) contains the transitions which are the
labels of the edges in F r ( E ) .
Because it suppresses reachability to global states of N R ( E ) , it
is easy to prove that the suppression of F C P ( E ) , suppresses all
reachability to every global states of E [9] (cf the definition of
reachability graph in section 2.2). Consequently, the error is suppressed.
But, the suppression of transitions induces the suppression of all
edges which are labeled by this transitions. Thus, we can eliminate
more global states than needed to suppress the considered error.
The next step resolves this problem.
Step 2: Reduced Cut Plane

Reductions of the Frontier Cut Plane generate minimal sub-sets
which suppression also eliminates the considered error. This subsets minimise the number of global states suppressed.
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Remark that every global state in N R ( E ) follows (over a edge in
F C P ( E ) )a global state of the reachability graph. Let p r e d ( N R ( E ) )
be theset of such g1oba.lstates, then the suppression o f p r e d ( N R ( E ) )
also eliminates all reachability to E . This means, there are several
solutions to suppress an error.

We say that two sets T and T' of transitions are equivabnt for
the suppressbn of a set G of global states iff the suppression
of T or T' eliminates a.U reachability to global states of G. We
note this T =G TI. Btherwise, we note T fe T'.
We add to F@P(E),au the labels (transitions) of all the edges
in the reachability graph which are on a path from initial globa.1
state to a global state o f p ~ e d ( N R ( E )A
) .T ( E ) denotes the set we
obtain in this manner.
Any set of transitions such that its suppression eliminates the error E is added to A T ( E ) .

R o m AT(E),we build sub-sets of A T ( E ) ,called Reduced Cud
Plane of E and denoted RGP(E). Every RCP(E) satisfies the
two following conditions:
1. R C P ( E ) E N R ( E ) F C P ( E )
2. 'dtE R C P ( E ) ,R @ P ( E ) ~ ~ v R ( E ~ R G P ( E ) \ ( - ~ )

Aecording ts the definition of the ~ - relation
6
and of N R ( E ) ,the
suppression of any Redueed Cut Plane of E ako suppresses E in
the reachability graph.
As exphined in section 3, this suppression can generate other erTors. That is why another step is needed.
S e p 3: Total Cut Plane

The resolutisn of the non-regresssion prsblem csnsists in adding
t s every Reduced Cut Plane, transitions intended ts elimimte the
errors generated by the suppression of the transitions in this Reduce$ Cut Plane. The suppression of any of the sets of transitions
construeted in this manner eliminatesthe considered error without
generating others.

Let us consider a Reduced Cut Plane RCP(E). Two situations
can be observed:
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0

The suppression of R C P ( E ) doesn’t introduce new errors in the
reachability graph.

Non-regression problem is solved
and the suppression of RCP
is the solution to Our initial problem.
0

The suppression of the considered RCP(E) introduces new errors in the reachability graph.

We denote RgT(RCP(E))the set of such new errors introduced by the suppression of RCP(E).
It is clear that the reachability graph obtained after the suppression of RCP(E) contains less global States and less edges
than &ch(5’).
As we apply step 1 and step 2 to suppress E , we can do so
to suppress the set RgT(RCP(E))in the smaller reachability
graph obtained after the suppression of RCP(E).
The sets we obtain in this way are called First Non-regression
set of transitions associated to RCP(E).
Every set of transitions formed by a first non-regression set of
transitions added to RCP(E)is called First Non-Regression
Cut Plane of E : F N R ( E ) .
Foreach F N R ( E ) which suppression introduces other errom, we can iterate the same procedure applied to suppress
RgT(RCP(E)),until there is no more error introduced or
there is no more transition to be suppressed (this is the worst
situation we can obtain).
The sets obtained in this manner are called Total Cut Plane
of E . We prove that the suppression of a Total Cut Plans either suppresses the considered error without generating other
errors or suppresses all the reachability graph. This last case
means that we don’t have solution and particularly that the
protocol is “very badly” specified.
Finally, the service problem (of conserving provided service) is discussed later, but here and nowwe can propose two criteria to choose
between the Total Cut Planes that contain a minimum number of transitions or that suppresses a minimum of global States. Note that, solutions obtained with this two different criteria can bring about equal
consequences on the considered protocol.
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Proofs

4.2

Before showing how Our method works on an exa.mple,we give here ma.in
idess (see [9] for deta,ils) proving its termination and availibility.
4.2.1

Termination

Communicating entities are finite state machines and we have s u p p ~ s e d
all the reachability graph constructed. At dl steps of Our rnethod, we
propose suppression.
Thus, suppression method in a finite domain ensure that Our rnethod
always terminates.

A-vailability
According to the partition of reachable states we have made (Reh(so)=
RS U
in section 4.1, two situations are to be considered:

m)

1. RS is empty.

This means that dl global states are or lead to error. Here, I would
like to say that “it is difficult to correct automatically a protocol
where everything goes wrong”.
This is also true for Our method, and in this case it proposes the
suppression of a.U the protocol meaning by this that no solution is
found.
2. RS is not empty.
”le have also proved that Our method proposes at least one Tota.1

@ut Planesuch that its suppression preserves g1oba.l states in RS.
This can be seen as the minima.1 service the protocsl should provide.
This is due to thenotion of frontier between RS and global states
in IVR(E) we consider in step 1 of our method.

4.3

Application t o an example

The example of figure 1 is choosen because it conta.ins the three errors
described in section 2.3 and it is well done to showhow Our method
works .
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Errors

Global States
To Be Suppressed
Blocking loop
(4, 8, 13, 17, 21, 25, 27)
Uns. Reception
(121
Deadlock
ClSI
In the two tables below, (-mij) (resp. (+mi,j)) represents the emission (resp. reception) of a message m in state j by the process Pi. A
number in the field “Global States to be suppressed’, represent the corresponding global States in the reachability graph in figure 2.

Locking loop’s suppression
Errors
Transitions Global States
To Suppress Generated
Suppressed
{ (+a2, O ) } (4, 8, 13, 17, no error
21, 25, 271

’

Steps
1

In this case, there isn’t non-regression problem and the solution proposed is the suppression of the “Request” message reception in the initial
node of process P2.
Now, let us consider the deadlock. The result obtained are resumed
in the following table.

I
Steps

1

Deadlock’s suppression
Transitions

23. 24.26
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I

This method ha9 been implemented in a tosl [7, 83, and has given
interesting results on real protocols such as “Packed Radio Network
Management” [6] and a simplified version of X.25 protocol.

By suppressing transitions in the processes we mo&.fy the protocol and
by the same we mo&fy the service it provides. Thus, what we can do is
to give a measure allowing a cornparison between the service provided
by the corrected protocol and the expected one. This section diseusses
about how to do this.
As well as we ean specify processes of a protocol with FSM , we
can d s o specify service as a Finite State Machine. The difference is that
what we can obtain and treat formdycan only be an abstraction of this
service. For example, figure 3 shows the abstract service of the prstocol
of figure 1.

b

Figure 3: An Example of the Expected Service

We make projections and equivdences transformations [9] on the
reachability graph obtained after the suppression of the proposed transitions contained in the Totd Cut Plan. This produces another graph
which represents a abstract vision of the protocol according to the service. WitR algorithms allowing the verification of observationnd equiv-
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alence (in the sense of recognized languages) we compare this transformated graph with the abstract service graph.
This is yet another criterion for the choice of the Total Cut Plan
which is semantical whereas the two previous (see section 4.2) are rather
syntactical. Notice that this criterion is themost usefull because it
expresses what the designer wanted the protocol t o do. That is why we
assume that it is possible to correct errors in protocols while preserving
the service for which it has been designed.
As an exemple, the minimal and deterministic abstract service of
the transformated graph obtained after the suppression of the errors is
shown in figure 4.

b

Figure 4: Global Abstract Service Provided by the Corrected Protocol
We can see that the expected service is included in the service provided by the corrected protocol. Considering that this is sufficient depends on the designer. But in the case that we have the reverse (the
service provided by the corrected protocol is included or different from
the expected one), we need to add transitions rather than suppress.

6

Conclusion

We have proposed in this paper a contribution to the resolution of the
error correction problem which is a recognized difficult and not really
investigated problem [3, 5 , 121. The difficulty comes from the fact that
we have to use the reachability graph which is generally very large.
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We have presented a method, which a.Uows correction of given errors
without generating other errors. Criteria based on projections towards
the specified expected service a.reproposed to make the service provided
by the corrected protocol correspond as most as possible to .the initidy
expected one.
Fina.lly, our method is based on suppression but sometimes transitions addition is needed ts correct errors in protocoh. Methods based
on addition are more difficult [5]. Meanwhile, our current work concerns
-this area but results we have in this doma.in are to be improved. Used in
combination, tra.nsitions suppression and a.ddition would provide complete solution to correct errors in protocol specification and verification
steps, and by the same, provide the error-free transmission of informations required by network users.
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